
Central monitoring and management for your mobile infrastructure

ISEC7 EMM Suite

ISEC7 EMM Suite is a highly effective, web-based, global monitoring and management platform for 
EMM systems, like BlackBerry BES4/5, BES10/12, Good Dynamics, Good for Enterprise or MobileIron, 
as well as ActiveSync systems in Microsoft Exchange or IBM Domino with Traveler.

The ISEC7 EMM Suite dashboard 
shows administrators and helpdesk 
staff an overview about the status 
of each EMM system analyzed from 
the latest information. This helps 
to identify the causes of issues 
within these systems at a glance. 
The current status of all relevant 
components is displayed in traffic 
lights design, so it is easy to be 
recognized.

On-Premise integration of the ISEC7 EMM Suite into a mobile infrastructure

With the ISEC7 EMM Suite you can manage all your EMM systems, regardless the count and 
diversity of the servers, users and devices. Today’s ISEC7 EMM Suite installations manage between 
50 and 100.000 mobile devices. Managing EMM systems with the ISEC7 EMM Suite simplifies the 
daily administration effort, makes it more efficient and helps saving costs.

The monitoring and management with the ISEC7 EMM Suite works with all mobile devices that are 
supported by the EMM systems, including all leading platforms, e.g. BlackBerry OS/10, Apple iOS, 
Android and Windows Phone as well as all other ActiveSync capable devices.
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Your Benefits
 Time and cost savings:

  Central monitoring and management of the entire mobile infrastructure  
  in a clearly structured web console
  Early notifications of identified issues
  Efficient administration of different EMM systems
  Reduces workload for user helpdesk resources trough the ISEC7 EMM Suite  
  User Self Service
 Individually adaptable reports and statistics for gathering detailed information  

 about the infrastructure for the daily business and to answer all questions
 Happy users due to quick and proactive troubleshooting

Supported EMM systems
 BlackBerry Enterprise Service (BES10/12) 
 BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES4/5) 
 Good Dynamics 
 Good for Enterprise 
 MobileIron
 Microsoft Exchange with ActiveSync 
 IBM Domino with Traveler

Functionality
 Monitoring of the entire mobile infrastructure including the EMM systems  

 and additional systems, e.g. Microsoft SQL Server, mail server or other   
 applications servers
 Management of servers, users and devices from a centralized console
 User Self Service for users of mobile devices
 Automatic migrations of users and devices between different  

 or identical EMM systems 
 Troubleshooting dashboard
 BI reporting engine 
 Compliance and usage monitoring
 Performance monitoring

The Solution
The ISEC7 EMM Suite is a central tool for monitoring and managing all components that are working 
together within your EMM infrastructure. It was developed based on years of experience in designing, 
implementing and operating mobile infrastructures.

You can find further information about the ISEC7 EMM Suite under www.isec7.com
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